RE: Bale Holdings Limited. 2424015
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Karla Clement
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Mossack Fonseca & Co (Jersey) Limited
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Panagiota Patsalidou; Anete Daubure; Mark Omelnitski; Joseph Amin
Recipients
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HI Clara,

Yes go ahead, but please keep in mind that the notice of dissolution has been published as per our conversation yesterday.

Regards

karla
Karla Clement
Portfolio Executive

United Kingdom Office

Suite 9, 3rd Floor, 68. South Lambeth Road, London, SW8 1RL, United Kingdom
Tel: + 44 (0)20 7840 0200
Fax: +44 (0)20 7820 1947
Email: karla@markomgroup.com
www.markomgroup.com
Markom Group is a group of companies operating in the UK, Cyprus, Netherlands and Caribbean: Markom Management Limited, Markom Investments Limited, Markom Capital Limited, Markom Media Limited, Markom Management (Cyprus) Limited, Markom Development and Fortgate Markom LLP.
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Dear Karla,

As the dissolution documents received are dated 22nd May, 2015 they have now expired.

Please provide us with your authorization to change the date of the documents to a more current date.

Many thanks,

Kind regards,

Clara Gicquel
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